RYANEYES CONSULTING
RyanEyes provides a combination of industry software expertise, our own propriety software, and deep industry experience to provide automation and transparency to your operational processes

RyanEyes Consulting Enhances
Transparency and Improves Automation
RyanEyes produces and implements innovative software solutions for the asset
management industry including hedge funds, private equity funds, and buy-side firms.
RyanEyes provides transparency, automation, and actionable insights across business
processes to increase productivity and drive revenue. Our software solutions add critical
functionality and bolster the capabilities of the industry-standard software that is
leveraged by most of our clients.
Our solution enhances our client’s core asset management software to deliver an
enhanced level of information across the front, middle, and back-office including in their
research, trading, accounting, and compliance solutions. RyanEyes consultants install,
integrate, customize, and monitor our software to meet the unique and often extraordinary
needs of our clients.

We Streamline & Optimize Your Workflows
RyanEyes Software is based on a proprietary platform that can normalize, aggregate, and enrich your data
across the enterprise. Our consultants replace painstaking, manual tasks leveraging our software’s intelligent
automation throughout the operations of the firm. We have worked in the industry for over 20 years and are
both business and technical consultants handling cloud migration and configuration, big data, app creation,
compliance, side letter tracking, and much more.
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The RyanEyes Consulting Legacy

Innovative Solutions through Asset Management Expertise
RyanEyes consultants have earned their reputation by delivering accounting system
implementations and upgrades as well as workflow evaluations and reorganizations
to clients on the leading edge of our industry. The firm was founded on recruiting and
grooming consultants who could combine technology, accounting, and elite relationship
skills to deliver automated conversion tools and proven methods that improve the
likelihood of successful outcomes to our client’s technology projects.

We Streamline & Optimize Your Workflows
RyanEyes Software is based on a proprietary platform that can normalize, aggregate, and enrich your data
across the enterprise. Our consultants replace painstaking, manual tasks leveraging our software’s intelligent
automation throughout the operations of the firm. We have worked in the industry for over 20 years and are
both business and technical consultants handling cloud migration and configuration, big data, app creation,
compliance, side letter tracking, and much more.
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Our consultants know the financial services industry, understand how to create
transparency and automation, and care that they empower you with solutions that drive
revenue and eliminate costs so that you can take care of your clients.

RyanEyes Consultants Enhance Your Processes,
So You Can Optimize Profits

